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Introduction: The complex of polar deposits (the 

polar cap, its icy outliers and dune fields) at the North 
pole of Mars is surrounded by vast generally flat geo-
logically homogeneous plains. These plains at high 
latitudes (>~55°) are covered with a thin geologically 
young mantle with specific decameter-scale surface 
texture [1, 2] containing much water ice [3, 4]. High-
resolution MGS MOC images [1] showed many circu-
lar features interpreted to be mantled craters [1] (see 
Fig. 118, 119 there). Our objective is to access geo-
logical processes that occurred in the region during the 
Amazonian, and the relative and absolute time scales 
of these processes, including those related to the origin 
of the shallow subsurface ice. To approach this goal, 
we studied the size-frequency distributions of circular 
features of different morphology, as well as peculiari-
ties of the surface texture. We are carrying out a sys-
tematic survey of the high-resolution MOC images in 
the region. This work is in progress; here we report 
some preliminary observations. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Typical textures of the mantle in the northern plains: 
A - basketball texture, B – regular texture, C – wrinkle tex-
ture, D – polygonal texture. Portions of E01/01975, 
E04/00026, E01/01868, and E04/00028, respectively. Sam-
ples are 0.9 x 0.9 km, illumination is from lower left. 

Survey: We systematically overview the mantle 
texture, study morphology and measure diameters of 
the circular features in the northern plains northward 
from 55°N using the narrow-angle MOC images. For 
the systematic survey we use images of 4.8 m/pix reso-

lution. This resolution was chosen because a large 
number of such images were taken during cycles from 
E01 to E05, when observational conditions in the re-
gion were mostly good. For each image, we register 
the morphological types of mantle texture present in 
the image, and classify and measure all circular fea-
tures from 50 m to 1 km. Although we try to do the 
survey as homogeneously as possible, the ability to 
identify the features and textures differ from image to 
image due to the differences in atmospheric scattering, 
illumination geometry, presence of contrasting albedo 
features on the scene, electronic settings of the camera, 
etc. Consequently, analyzing the survey results, we 
should be aware of possible latitudinal (illumination) 
and regional (albedo pattern) biases. Nevertheless, we 
are sure, that in the surveyed images we identified all 
fresh features larger than 50 m that disrupt the mantle. 

Texture: In the northern plains, the mantle has 
very distinctive decameter-scale surface textures seen 
in the images (Fig. 1). The "basketball" texture (A in 
Fig.1; also Fig. 123 D in [1]) is the most typical and 
wide-spread one. The best highest-resolution (1.6 
m/pix) low-sun images show that the knobs are dome-
shaped, with the steepest slopes <6°. In some places, 
the knobs forming the basketball texture are organized 
into highly coherent linear structures (Fig. 1 B, see 
also Fig. 123 E in [1]) forming a regular texture. The 
wrinkle texture (Fig. 1 C) is also very common. The 
polygonal texture (D) occurs rarely and in relatively 
small patches (several km). Spatial scale of the tex-
tures differs from site to site for a factor of 3; often it 
is smaller than shown in Fig. 1. The texture of the 
shortest spacing is often hardly distinguishable in the 
images. The polygonal texture of the mantle differs 
from polygons that are observed in a number of sites in 
the northern lowlands and have typical morphology 
and pattern of the terrestrial permafrost regions (e.g., 
Fig. 123 B in [1]). The latter polygons have an order of 
magnitude larger spacing and different morphology. 

Local variations of the patterns are often modulated 
by kilometer-scale topography. More pronounced bas-
ketball texture tends to occur in local lows. The wrin-
kle texture on slopes of km-scale knobs has a radial 
orientation.  

There are latitudinal variations in the patterns. Lati-
tudinal occurrence of them is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
regular texture tends to occur at higher latitudes. The 
polygonal texture occurs at high latitudes above 70ºN 
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only. Wrinkle texture is rare in this high-latitude zone. 
There are also some regional variations. They can be 
biased because of different observational conditions in 
the regions. 
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Fig. 2. Latitudinal distribution of the mantle texture 
occurence (left) and pits and fresh craters (right). Actually 
plotted is the percentage of the good-quality images having 
given features within the latitudinal zones. 

Erosion: The mantle is surprisingly continuous in 
60-80° latitude zone. At the highest latitudes there are 
several examples where the mantle is eroded on steep 
slopes exposing its layered structure. Below 60° lati-
tude the erosion is ubiquitous and occurs not only on 
slopes, but also on flat surfaces. Often erosion of the 
mantle produced specific dissected patterns described 
and surveyed in [6]. We saw clear examples showing 
that the typical dissection from [6] is dissection of the 
mantle with characteristic basketball texture. In many 
sites, however, the dissection does not take place, and 
the eroded edges of the mantle form lobate scarps. 

Modified circular features: Circular features in 
the northern plains have a wide range of morphologies 
from well-expressed impact craters covered with the 
textured mantle (Fig. 3A) to hardly distinguishable 
circular chains of lineaments and/or arcuate albedo 
markings (Fig. 3B upper left). The ability to distin-
guish features of the latter type strongly depends on 
the observational conditions and the presence and na-
ture of the albedo markings on the surface. In addition, 
for such features it is not clear what should be consid-
ered as the feature diameter. When circular lineament 
chains were observed, we used the outermost circle for 
diameter measurements. If only albedo markings were 
seen, we used the inner arcuate albedo contrast, be-
cause in many cases where both lineaments and mark-
ings are present, the markings were outside the linea-
ments. Impact origin of features of this type is not 

completely clear. They are usually associated with 
local highs (gentle knobs forming the surface of the 
Vastitas Borealis Formation). We found a series of 
transitional morphologies between clearly expressed 
impact craters (Fig. 3A) and the subtle features, which 
can be considered as evidence for their impact origin. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Two portions of E02/01380, 1.4 km wide. Illumina-
tion is from lower left. B has 30% higher contrast than A. A, 
impact crater, covered with mantle. B, subtle circular feature 
in the upper left, fresh small impact crater (60 m) in the 
lower right. 

The size-frequency distribution of all modified cir-
cular features is close to that should be expected for an 
accumulation population of the impact craters [5], with 
some shortage for small diameters, which is natural, 
taking into account strong degradation and alteration 
processes. 

We are not sure, however, that all mantled circular 
features in the region are old modified impact craters. 
In some images they are apparently too clustered to 
represent randomly accumulating population. The 
clustering might result from regional variations of 
mantling and modifications; the clusters can be formed 
with secondary craters from large distant impacts; fi-
nally, the features could have endogenous origin. 

Pits: In the 55°N -70°N zone there is a number of 
examples of small circular or quasi-circular depres-
sions not similar to impact craters in their morphology. 
Some of such features clearly have collapse origin. 
There are several large clusters of pits, some of the pits 
in the clusters are fresh, but the majority of them are 
covered with the typically textured mantle (Fig. 4). 
Many pits have a form of concentric steps (Fig. 4B); 
the steps are probably related to several layers of the 
mantle. There are examples where the pits are covered 
with mantle with characteristic texture, while the small 
patch at the bottom looks fresh, which could mean 
reactivation of the collapse process. The size-
frequency distribution of the pits in the clusters is 
steeper than the impact crater production function. 
This means that the pits can hardly be a result of the 
impact crater degradation.  
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Fresh craters: At the high latitudes (>70°N) the 
mantle is mostly intact, with some erosion and removal 
at the steepest slopes of large (>10 km) impact craters. 
So far, we identified 4 small circular features, almost 
certainly impact craters superposed on the mantle and 
somewhat degraded.  
 

 
Fig. 4. A. Portions of E02/00200. A few pits; the larg-
est one is a fresh collapse feature with steep slopes, 
others pits are covered with the mantle in different 
degrees. B. Portions of E02/01984. Pits covered with 
the mantle. Small sharp feature in the upper right cor-
ner could be a fresh impact crater (40 m). Both images 
are 1.4 km wide; illumination is from lower left. 

Several images at latitudes <70°N contain a set of 
small sharp circular depressions, apparently randomly 
scattered over the image; a few of them sometimes are 
larger than 50 m, other are smaller (see examples in 
Fig. 3B, 4B). This situation is very similar to that 
should be expected for an accumulating population of 
impact craters. There are a few tight pairs of small 
craters in such images, which is natural because of 
probable breakup of small projectiles in the atmos-
phere. The crater density calculated over several im-
ages with such probable impact crater population gives 
an age estimate on the order of 1 Myr, using the Neu-
kum production function recalculated for Mars [5]. 
This estimate is highly uncertain, because (1) this is 
statistics of a few craters; (2) the recalculation of the 
production function is accurate within a factor of 2 [5]; 
(3) the extrapolation of the projectile flux established 
for 100s Myr time scale down to 1 Myr time scale is 
poorly grounded; (4) atmospheric attenuation of the 
projectile flux is uncertain.  

There are many images in the lower latitudes 
(55°N - 60°N), where there are definitely no impact 
features. This observation suggests, that the crater re-
tention age of the mantle in different locations differs 
at least by an order of magnitude. The crater retention 
age difference can be explained in two ways. (1) Man-
tle emplacement age can differ between high and 
lower latitudes, and between different areas at lower 
latitudes. This means that there were many episodes of 
the mantle emplacement. The contacts between man-
tles of different age may not be recognized as such 
because the MOC image coverage is too patchy. This 

question about the presence of such boundaries can be 
addressed with Mars Odyssey THEMIS visible and 
day infrared images. (2) A large part of the mantle 
could be protected from impacts by a decameters-thick 
layer of icy deposits similar to the present polar cap 
outliers and persisted during long part of the mantle 
lifetime span. The polar cap contains much enough ice 
to provide necessary material for this coverage. Rela-
tively recent sublimation of such protecting layer and 
migration of the ice to the northern polar cap can form 
hectometers-thick young layer on the cap and be re-
sponsible for its young crater retention age [e.g., 7]. 
Areas with accumulating population of fresh impact 
craters at lower latitudes can be due to gaps in the pro-
tecting ice sheet at lower latitudes. 

Formation of the high-latitude mantle or its indi-
vidual layers is probably attributed to periods of high 
obliquity [e.g., 2], when atmospheric water abundance 
and mobility were higher, and winds and dust lifting 
were more intensive. The accuracy of age determina-
tion with craters do not allow to distinguish between 
the most recent periods of moderately high (~35°) 
obliquity about 0.3 Ma ago and extremely high (>40°) 
obliquity at earlier periods (>4 Ma ago) [8].  
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